
VIA EMAIL (BFryer@astoria.or.us) 

Honorable Mayor and City Council 
City of Astoria 
1095 Duane St 
Astoria, Oregon 97103 

January 11, 2021 

Batemart,eidel 
Carrie A . Richter 

crichter(@.batemanseidel.com 
www.batemanseidel.com 

Telephone DID: 503.972.9903 
Facsimile: 503.972.9043 

Re: Appeal of the Exterior Alteration Permit for 1606 Grand A venue 
City File Number EX 20-04 

Dear Honorable Mayor Jones and Councilors: 

This firm represents the Lower Columbia Preservation Society (LCPS), the Appellant in the 
above-referenced case. The Historic Landmarks Commission's decision to approve the 
wholesale replacement of all 19 original wood sash windows on the historic Oluf I. Peterson 
Rental home violates a number of the applicable Historic Design Review criteria set forth in the 
Astoria Development Code (ADC). Not only are these windows original to the home, they are 
distinguishing features that contribute to this structure's character and historic architectural 
significance. 

As discussed in greater detail below, the subject windows cannot be replaced unless and until the 
City receives evidence from a qualified professional that repair is "not possible." The 
applicants' stated reasons for seeking replacement: (1) the desire to remediate traffic noise, (2) 
lack of responsibility for the cunent, degraded conditions; or (3) achieving greater "energy 
efficiency" through the use of "similar" new windows, are not valid reasons for avoiding the 
obligation to make repairs in the first instance required by the ADC. 

Allowing such an unwarranted replacement represents a significant sea-change in the level of 
protection afforded and conflicts with the obligation to maintain the City's limited supply of 
historic resources. This sets a precedent that puts Astoria's heritage and economic assets at risk, 
diminishing the City's historic architectural landscape. 

The purpose of the City's historic design review regulations is to "promote and encourage the 
preservation, restoration, rehabilitation and adaptive use of buildings ... that are indicative of 
Astoria's historical heritage." ADC 6.01 0. The Olufl Peterson Rental, an Eligible Contributing 
structure within the Shively-McClure National Register Historic District, recently purchased by 
the Applicants, is a historic structure that must be protected within this framework. 

Bateman Seidel Miner Blomgren C h e l l is & Gram , P . C . 

1000 SW Broadway, Suite 1910 Portland, Oregon 97205ITelephone 503 972-9920 Fax 503 972-9921 1 
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The Historic Inventory Form designating this structure for protection identifies the wood 
windows, paiiicularly the "six-light, paired casement windows" on the west-facing fac;ade, as 
distinguishing original features that contribute to the character of this structure. 

The Historic Design Review Criteria, set aside by the Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC), 
that apply to this appeal request are set forth in ADC 6.050(F). They are to be interpreted so as 
to "comply with the Secretaiy oflnterior Standards for Historic Preservation." See attached. 
They require that all preservation effo1i "maximizes the retention of distinctive materials." The 
criteria of ADC 6.050 reflect this obligation where, most directly, ADC 6.050(F)(2) provides: 

"The distinguishing original qualities or chai·acter of a building, structure, or site 
and its environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any 
historic material or distinctive architecture features should be avoided when 
possible." (Emphasis added.) 

This standard requires the preservation of significant features. Removal and replacement is 
allowed only upon a finding that repair is not "possible." This standard imposes a ve1y high bar 
for the preservation of distinguishing features which was not met by the applicants in this case: 

• There is no evidence in the record that a qualified window restoration specialist was 
consulted to dete1mine that window repair is not possible. What the applicants did 
submit - a Window Breakdown - is incomplete and unqualified. The findings suggest 
that this "Breakdown" was authored by a representative of Andersen Windows, who 
presumably is marketing the replacement windows. 

• The record does not reflect that the Andersen representative has any professional training 
or expe1iise in the survey of historic windows, evaluating their condition or repair. 

• FU1iher, the existence of dry rot, peeling paint, or black mold "in places" provides an 
insufficient basis from which to conclude that every single one of the windows, in their 
entirety, are beyond repair. 

• Evidence that these windows have not been adequately maintained and require paint 
removal and perhaps replacement of some component parts in order for them to function 
properly, does not justify wholesale replacement. 

• In fact, the Secretaiy oflnterior Technical Guidance for the Treatment of Exterior 
Windows provides as much where it states: 

"Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, and 
high air infiltration. These conditions, in themselves, are no indication that 
windows are beyond repair." See attached. 
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The Historic Landmarks Commission's findings acknowledge the obligation to consult with a 
qualified window restoration specialist to evaluate and determine if any of the windows could be 
repaired, even going so far as to identifying the names and contact information for those 
specialists. Findings p 18-19. 

But without any further explanation, the HLC jumped to the conclusion that destroying all 19 of 
the original, significant windows was appropriate because the replacement Andersen Fibrex 
windows "will appear the same as the wood windows proposed to be replaced." Whether 
visually similar new windows can be installed is not what ADC 6.050(F)(2) requires. If it is 
possible to repair these historic windows, they must be repaired. It does not matter if a visually 
similar alternative exists. 

To the extent that there is any doubt about this obligation, in addressing a different approval 
criterion, ADC 6.050(F)(5), which requires treating "distinctive stylistic features ... with 
sensitivity," the HLC findings include a reference to a Secretary oflnterior Technical 
Preservation Series recommendation that deteriorated historic windows be retained and repaired 
rather than removed and replaced with "windows for perceived improvement in energy 
performance." The attached HLC - adopted Guide to Residential Windows reflects this 
obligation. The installation of compatible and matching windows is recommended only "when 
existing windows are too deteriorated to repair." Again, the record offers no evidence that the 
windows are beyond repair. 

The HLC disregarded this repair-first obligation relying on an unqualified evaluation of window 
condition and drawing an unsupported conclusion that the windows are "beyond repair." There 
is no evidence that these windows cannot be repaired so as to function and meet noise 
remediation concerns. 

As the technical guidance set forth in the HLC findings makes clear, "functionality" and energy 
efficiency will be achieved through regular maintenance, the use of weather stripping, caulking 
and the installation of interior or compatible exterior storm windows. (see Findings p 21.) The 
installation of storm windows would have the added benefit of mitigating the traffic noise that 
the applicants have identified as the primary basis for seeking this approval. 

Finally, ADC 6.050(F)(6) provides: 

"Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, 
wherever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should 
match the material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other 
visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be 
based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated by historic physical, or 
pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different 
architectural elements from other buildings or structures." (Emphasis added). 
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In response, the HLC made the same mistake finding that "the windows are deteriorating and 
need to be replaced." Whether the windows are "deteriorating" is not the controlling legal 
standard. The question is whether it is possible to repair them, notwithstanding their 
"deteriorating" condition and as the Secretary of Interior Standards explains, none of the 
conditions identified - peeled paint, broken sashes and high air infiltration - provide a basis for 
replacement. As a result, the HLC could not conclude that ADC 6.050(F)(2),(5) or (6) are 
satisfied and should not have approved this application. 

A corollary point to be made about ADC 6.050(F)(6) is that it requires replacement windows that 
"match the material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture and other visual 
qualities." 

• Andersen Fibrex windows are made of a composite of 60% PVC vinyl and 40% wood 
fibers. This is an extruded modern material that does not convey the rich variability and 
warmth of wood or historic architectural craftsmanship. 

• The record does not reflect a detailed inventory of the measurement of the existing 
windows necessary to ensure that the same glass-to-frame ratio, matching of the historic 
reveal, and duplication of the frame width, depth, and such existing decorative details as 
historic back bracing will match with the HLC-approved replacement windows. 

Again, it is important to understand that LCPS position is that the replacement windows, should 
this application be approved, do not satisfy ADC 6.050(F)(6). 

In conclusion, the HLC erred by misapplying the Historic Design Review criteria and finding 
that architecturally significant and original windows on the Olufl Peterson Rental can be 
replaced. The 120-day-limit, the statutorily required deadline for the City to make a decision, 
expires on January 18, 2021, meaning that the City Council may not continue this proceeding to 
allow the applicants any additional opportunity to submit any additional evidence in response. 
For these reasons, the City Council must uphold this appeal and deny this application denied. 

Please place this letter into the record for these proceedings and provide me written notice of 
your final decision. 

We look forward to discussing these concerns in greater detail with you on January 19, 2021. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Canie A. Richter 
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Technical Preservation Services National Park Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

Home > The Standards > Four A1rnroaches to the Treatment of Historic ProP-erties > Preservation 

Preservation as a Treatment 
Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an 

historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing 

maintenance and repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior 

additions are not within the scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrica l, and 

plumbing systems and other code-required work t o make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project. 

Standards for Preservation 

Standards for Rehabilitation 

Standards for Rehabilitation 

(for historic tax credit p rojects) 

Standards for Restoration 

Standards for Reconstruction 

Historv. of the Standards 

Guidelines for the Treatment 

,f Historic ProP-ertieslll 

.. uidelines for the Treatment 

of Cultural LandscaP-es 

Guidelines for Rehabilitating_ 

Historic Building~ 

Guidelines on Sustainabilitv. 

Guidelines on Flood AdaP-tation for Rehabilitating Historic Building~ 

Standards for Preservation 
The Standards will be appl ied taking into consideration the economic and technical feasibility of each project. 

1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes t he retention of dist inctive materials, features, 

spaces and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary, 

stabilized unti l additional work may be undertaken . 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or repairable historic materia ls or 

alteration of features, spaces and spat ial re lationships that characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physica l record of its time, place and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve 

existing historic materials and features will be physically and v isually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection and properly 

documented for future research. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved. 

5. Distinctive materia ls, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be 

preserved. 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/treatment-preservation.htm 1/2 
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6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the 

severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in 

composition, design, color and texture. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause 

damage to historic materials will not be used. 

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be 

undertaken. 

Preservation as a treatment 
When the property's distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and thus convey the historic significance without 

extensive repair or replacement; when depiction at a particular period of time is not appropriate; and when a continuing or new use 

does not require additions or extensive alterations, Preservation may be considered as a treatment. 

The Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic ProJlertiesgi illustrate the practical application of these treatment standards to historic 

properties. 

The Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural LandscaJleS apply these treatment standards to historic cultural landscapes. 

' nps.gov EX PERIENCE YOUR AMERICA'" 

<p><a hret="rehabilitation/tlood-adaptation-guidelines.pdt">Guidelines on Flood Adaptation tor 
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings</a></p> <p><a href="rehabilitation/flood-adaptation
guidelines.pdf">Guidelines on Flood Adaptation for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings</a></p> 

https ://www. n ps .gov /tps/sta nd ard s/fou r -treatments/treatment-preservation . htm 2/2 
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Technical Preserv 

Standards 
Guldelnes 

M11onry 
Wood 
Metals 

Rooft 
Windows 
Entrancet/Porchet 
Storefronll 

Structural Systems 
Spacet/FtelurtsJFlnlshff 
Mech.,ical Systems 

Site 
Setting 

Energy 
New Adcllion1 
Accenlblllty 
HeallhfSafety 

Windows 

~ . . - -

Building Exterior Windows 
Identify I Protect I Repair I Replace I Missing l'eatura I Altaratlons/Addltlons 

Technology and prevailing 
architectural styles have shaped 
the history of windows in the 
United States starting in the 17th i--tilJ}j..., 
century with wooden casement ! 
windows with tiny glass panes 
seated in lead cames. From the 
transitional single-hung sash in 
the early 1700s to the true Distinctive window design on 19th century building. 

double-hung sash later in the same century, these early wooden windows 
were characterized by the small panes, wide muntins, and the way in which 
decorative trim was used on both the exterior and interior of the window. 

As the sash thickness increased by the turn of the century, muntins took on a 
thinner appearance as they narrowed in width but increased in thickness 
according to the size of the window and design practices. Regional traditions 
continued to have an impact on the prevailing window design such as with the 
long-term use of "french windows" in areas of the deep South. 

Changes in technology led to the possibility of 
larger glass panes so that by the mid-19th 
century, two-over-two lights were common; the 
manufacturing of plate glass in the United 
States allowed for dramatic use of large 
sheets of glass in commercial and office 
buildings by the late 19th century. With mass
produced windows, mail order distribution, and 
changing architectural styles, it was possible 
to obtain a wide range of window designs and 
light patterns in sash. 

Popular versions of Arts and Crafts houses Delicate muntins and multi-pane sash 
constructed in the early 20th century on early 19th c. row houses. 

frequently utilized smaller lights in the upper 
sash set in groups or pairs and saw the re-
emergence of casement windows. In the early 20th century, the desire for 
fireproof building construction in dense urban areas contributed to the growth of a 
thriving steel window industry along with a market for hollow metal and metal clad 
wooden windows 

As one of the few parts of a building serving as both an interior and exterior 
feature, windows are nearly always an important part of the historic character of a 
building. In most buildings, windows also comprise a considerable amount of the 
historic fabric of the wall plane and thus are deserving of special consideration in 
a rehabilitation project. 

mtify, retain, and preserve 

recommended ..... ----------------

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/windows01 .htm 

Identifying, retaining, and 
preserving windows--and their 

1/5 
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functional and decorative 
features--that are important in 
defining the overall historic 
character of the building. 

Such features can include 
frames, sash, muntins, glazing, 
sills, heads, hoodmolds, 
panelled or decorated jambs 
and moldings, and interior and 
exterior shutters and blinds. 

Conducting an indepth survey 
Window condition assessment preceding repair work. of the conditions of existing 

windows early in rehabilitation planning so that repair and upgrading 
methods and possible replacement options can be fully explored. 

not recommended ..... ----------------------

Windows 

recommended ..... 

Removing or radically changing windows which are important in defining the 
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished. 

Changing the number, location, size or glazing pattern of windows, through 
cutting new openings, blocking-in windows, and installing replacement sash that 
do not fit the historic window opening. 

Changing the historic appearance of windows through the use of inappropriate 
designs, materials, finishes, or colors which noticeably change the sash, depth of 
reveal, and muntin configuration; the reflectivity and color of the glazing; or the 
appearance of the frame. 

Obscuring historic window trim with metal or other material. 

Stripping windows of historic material such as wood, cast iron, and bronze. 

Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, 
and high air infiltration. These conditions, in themselves, are no indication that 
windows are beyond repair. 

.... Protect and Maintain 

Protecting and maintaining the wood and 
architectural metal which comprise the 
window frame, sash, muntins, and 
surrounds through appropriate surface 
treatments such as cleaning, rust removal, 
limited paint removal, and re-application of 
protective coating systems. 

Making windows weathertight by re
caulking and replacing or installing 
weatherstripping. These actions also 
improve thermal efficiency. 

Evaluating the overall condition of 
materials to determine whether more than 
protection and maintenance are required, 
i.e. if repairs to windows and window 
features will be required. 

Newly painted double-hung wood 
windows. 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabi1itation/rehab/windows01.htm 2/5 
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not recommended ..... ----------------------

Windows 

Failing to provide adequate protection of materials on a cyclical basis so that 
deterioration of the window results. 

Retrofitting or replacing windows rather than maintaining the sash, frame, and 
glazing. 

Failing to undertake adequate measures to assure the protection of historic 
windows. 

pair 

recommended ..... 
Repairing window frames and sash by patching, splicing, consolidating or 

otherwise reinforcing. 

Preparing hist ori c steel w indows for repairs and re
finishing. 

Such repair may also include 
replacement in kind--or with 
compatible substitute 
material--of those parts that 
are either extensively 
deteriorated or are missing 
when there are surviving 
prototypes such as 
architraves, hoodmolds, 
sash, sills, and interior or 
exterior shutters and blinds. 

not recommended ..... - -------------------

Windows 

Replacing an entire window when repair of materials and limited replacement of 
deteriorated or missing parts are appropriate. 

Failing to reuse serviceable window hardware such as brass sash lifts and sash 
locks. 

Using substitute material for the replacement part that does not convey the visual 
appearance of the surviving parts of the window or that is physically or chemically 
incompatible. 

!place 

recommended ..... 
Replacing in kind an entire 
window that is too deteriorated 
to repair using the same sash 
and pane configuration and 
other design details. If using 
the same kind of material is not 
technically or economically 
feasible when replacing 
windows deteriorated beyond 
repair, then a compatible 
substitute material may be 
considered. 

Deteriorated lower window sash shown pr ior to its 
replacement in k ind. 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/windows01.htm 3/5 
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[ti For example, on certain types of large 
~ buildings, particularly high-rises, aluminum 

windows may be a suitable replacement for 
historic wooden sash provided wooden 
replacement are not practical and the 
design detail of the historic windows can be 
matched. 

Lower window sash replaced, based on 
physical documentation. 

Historic color duplication, custom contour 
panning, incorporation of either an integral 
muntin or 5/8" deep trapezoidal exterior 
muntin grids, where applicable, retention of 
the same glass to frame ratio, matching of 

the historic reveal, and duplication of the frame width, depth, and such existing 
decorative details as arched tops should all be components in aluminum 
replacements for use on historic buildings. 

not recommended ..... -------------------
Removing a character-defining window that is unrepairable and blocking it in; or 
replacing it with a new window that does not convey the same visual appearance. 

Design for Missing Historic Features 

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the particularly 
complex technical or design aspects of rehabilitation projects and should only 
be considered after the preservation concerns listed above have been 
addressed. 

recommended ..... 
Designing and installing new windows when the historic windows (frames, 
sash and glazing) are completely missing. The replacement windows may 
be an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial, and physical 
documentation; or be a new design that is compatible with the window 
openings and the historic character of the building. 

not recommended ...... --------------------

recommended ..... 

Creating a fa lse historical appearance because the replaced window is based on 
insufficient historical, pictorial, and physical documentation. 

Introducing a new design that is incompatible with the historic character of the 
building. 

Alterations/Additions for the New Use 

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the particularly 
complex technical or design aspects of rehabilitation projects and should only 
be considered after the preservation concerns listed above have been 
addressed. 

Designing and installing additional windows on rear or other-non character
defining elevations if required by the new use. New window openings may 
also be cut into exposed party walls. Such design should be compatible 
with the overall design of the building, but not duplicate the fenestration 
pattern and detailing of a character-defining elevation. 

Providing a setback in the design of dropped ceilings when they are 
required for the new use to allow for the full height of the window openings. 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/windows01.htm 4/5 
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not recommended ..... 

, 
~ . - -

Incompat ible new w indow (lower right), 
resulting in loss of the building's historic 
character. 

• 

Installing new windows, including 
frames, sash, and muntin configuration 
that are incompatible with the building's 
historic appearance or obscure, 
damage, or destroy character-defining 
features. 

Inserting new floors or furred-down 
ceilings which cut across the glazed 
areas of windows so that the exterior 
form and appearance of the windows 
are changed. 

I • Home I Next I Previous 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/windows01.htm 5/5 





OTHER GUIDES 

IN THE SERIES: 

Incroduccion to Historic Astoria 

Awnings & Canopies 

Commercial Signage 

Dormers & RooRine Additions 

Garages & Outbuildings 

Murals & WalJ Graphics 

New Additions 

Porches & Decks 

CITY OF AsroRIA 

COMMUNI1Y DEVELOPMENT DEPT. 

1095 Duane Sc. 

Astoria, OR 97103 

P: 503.338.5183 
F: 503.338.6538 

1hUi publ.iation h1thccn funded with 1hc miM":in« of a nutchiniinnt-in~id from 1hc Orq:on Sn1c Historic Prcsm~tionOtrKC :ind the N.i1ion:1I 
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:1:c- or h~icip. Any fkrson who belkves he u r she: h:is been di,crimlnnrJ apinsi in :iny prognm, :ictiviry, or f.Jdliry orcr.11«i by :i rre-ipim1 of 
Fwc:r.il :mim.ncc i:houlJ w1itc 10: Office of'I::qu:alOpporcuni(y, N:alion:d P.ukScrvia:, 11M9 C Stra:1, NW, \\:'uhing1on O.C. 202.(0. 
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RESIDENTIAL WINDOWS 

GUIDELINE 

Windows should be retained and repaired whenever possible. The repair and weath

erization of existing wood windows is more practical than most people realize. Wood 

win_dows which are repaired and properly maintained will have greatly extended 

service lives while contributing to the historic character of the building. 

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 

Window repairs can be labor intensive, but are typically not too complicated. If you 

arc considering window replacement, the money will be better spent on repairs to 

existing windows. Routine repair normally includes five steps: l) removal of excess 

paint, 2) removal and repair of the sash (including reglazing if necessary), 3) repairs to 

the frame, 4) weatherstripping and reinstallarion of the sash, and 5) repainting. 

Even badly deteriorated windows can be restored. Wood which is split, checked, or 

rotting can be stabilized by applying consolidancs or wood putties. For windows chat 

cannot be stabilized, replacing pares of rhe original window may be necessary. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Most heat is lost between the window sash and the frame. Appropriate wcarhecstrip

ping should be an integral part of the repair process. The use of insulation in rhe 

window frame cavity and the installation of sash locks will also reduce air infiltration. 

Exterior storm windows should be considered because they are thennally efficient, 

cost-effective, reversible, and allow the retention of original windows. Although 

interior storm windows appear an attractive option for achieving double glazing with 

minimal visual impact, there is pocenr.ial for condensation damage. 

WHEN SHOULD REPLACEMENT BE CONSIDERED? 

Replacement of original windows should be a lase resort after all repair possibilities 

have been explored. If rhe condition of the windows is so poor rhat replacement is rhe 

only option, match replacement windows ro existing windows as closely as possible in 

terms of size, materials, and configuration of window panes. Vinyl windows are not 

an approved material in historic homes, and replacing windows with muntins requires 

either an external munrin, or a true divided light window. Internal or "between the 

glass" munrins arc not approved. 

RESIDENTIAL WINDOWS 

Despite widespread misronceptions, replacing old 

windows with new, double-glazed windows will not 

save money, will not significantly increase rhe energy 

efficiency of a house, and will probably cost more in 

the long term. New windows arc very expensive, and 

ir rakes many years - often longer rhan the life of the 

window- co recover the costs in energy savings. 

A repaired wood window with new weatherstripping 

and a storm window will cost less, and last much 

longer than a new window. 

HISTORY 

Windows arc one of the primary character-defining 

elements of a building. They come in many sizes, 

shapes and types, which differ depending on the 

scyle of the building. For example, Queen Anne style 

buildings can have rail, narrow, arched windows set 

in pairs, while Craftsman style buildings have wider 

windows set in groups ofrhree or more. 

/ iiw ( ~ / r 
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CORRECT WINDOW R.ESTORATtON 

OR RErLA..C.EMEST 
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INCORRECT WINDOW R.ES'TORATION 

OR REPU.CEMENT 

Historically, large sheets of glass were expensive to produce, so rhe earliest windows 

had small panes. As glass production improved, cost went down and larger panes were 

used. Ultimately, the number and arrangement of the panes, such as one-over-one or 

nine-over-nine sash, became rhe overriding design component. 

ADDITIONAL R EADING 

Preservation Brief#9: 1hc Repair of Hirtoric Woodm Windows. Washington D.C.: 

Technical Preservation Services (TPS), Heritage Preservation Services Division, 

National Park Service. US Department of rhe Interior. Rev. 1981. 

Preservation Brief #3: Conse,-ving Enew in Historic Buildings. Washington D.C.: 

Technical Preservation Services (TPS), Heritage Preservation Services Division, 

National Park Service. US Department of the Interior. Rev. 1978. 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for 

Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Washington, D.C.: Preservation Assistance 

Division. National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, rev. 1983. 
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A guide to 
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These guidelines are not meant to be all encompassing and should not be taken as a legal interpretation of 
the Development Code - Article 6, Historic Properties Ordinance. 

Before beginning any remodel or restoration project contact the Community Development Department 
to determine how codes and ordinances may apply: 

Community Development Department 
City of Astoria 
1095 Duane St. 
Astoria, OR 97103 
503.338.5183 
www.astoria.or.us 

Rehabing Astoria Right was made possible by a grant from the Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, is 
a product of the Astoria Historic Landmarks Commission, and was compiled by John Goodenberger, 2013. 

Astoria's National Historic Register Districts Include: 
1 . Uniontown-Alameda Historic District 
2. Astoria Downtown Historic District 
3. Shively-McClure Historic District 

Astoria's Historic Inventoried Areas Include: 
4. Hobson-Flavel Neighborhood 
5. Adair-Uppertown Neighborhood 
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Why is it important to 
retain the historic 
character of Astoria ' s 
buildings? 
Most of us who live in Astoria fee l lucky to be here. Part of 
what makes Astoria specia l is its sense of history. Our historic 
buildings are tangible reminders of our collective heritage: 
they reflect who we are, where we came from, and why we are 
here. Thoughtful stewardship of our bui lt environment ensures 
this sense of identity will be passed to future generations. 

By preserving these bui ldings, we benefit the community in 
many ways. Historic bui ldings define community character 
and increase neighborhood pride. They can bring economic 
benefits to the community - by saving money and resources 
during rehabi litation, generating jobs, or by attracting visitors 
or customers to the area. 

What makes neighborhoods & 
districts feel historic? 
The historic character of the neighborhood is formed by the 
buildings that comprise it, and by their consistent relat ionship 
to each other and the street. Maintaining the historic character 
of the neighborhood requires a familiarity with many elements 
that we often taken for granted. 

In residential areas, most blocks are formed by houses of 
roughly the same size, spaced from each other in a consistent 
manner, and set back from the street in a uniform distance. 
Something as simple as where a house is placed on its lot can 
significantlycontributeto, or detract from, the overa ll harmony 
of the block. 

Astoria is composed of historic1 houses of many styles, the most 
prominent being Queen Anne, Colonial Revival and Craftsman.' 
All share certain features ... although their form and details 
may be d ifferent for each style. All elements make each house 
unique. Every effort should be made to preserve these both 
for the benefit of the house and as a way to contribute to the 
historic character and integrity of the neighborhood. If earlier 
work has compromised these elements, consider restoring 
them as part of a more sympathetic historic rehabi litation. 
Compromises, ifnecessary, should be on portions of the house 
less visible from the street. 

1 Historic houses include styles 50 years or olde r. Today, Mid-
Century or Ranch houses are considered the "new historic." 
2 Vernacular, or houses with less forma l design elements, are also 
found throughout Astoria. In some cases, they may blend period styles 
together. 
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What gives each house its 
historic character? 
Roof 

Shape: Hip, gable, gambrel, mansard 
Pitch: Steep, shallow, flat 
Material:Wood shingle, standing seam metal, composit ion 
aspha lt 
Decorative features: saw-cut barge board, metal crest ing, 
sunburst s and stickwork 

Windows 
Type: Double-hung, casement, fixed 
Size and proportion: Tall, square, banded together 
Material: Wood, stee l, aluminum 
Muntins: Number, size and depth 
Casings: Width, depth and revea l (shadow line) 
Proportion: Window to overall wal l surface 

Siding 
Materials: Wood or masonry 
Type: Shingle, clapboard, drop, or board and batten 
Exposure: Width of siding 
Profile: Depth of siding and how large a shadow it casts 
Direction: Vertical, horizonta l or diagona l 

Porches 
Material: Wood, wrought iron 
Depth: Recessed into or projecting from facade 
Location: Symmet rica lly or asymmetrica lly on facade 
Decorative features: sp indle-work, chamfered posts, 
tu rned posts, tapered boxed columns 

Volume 
Form: Cubic, vertical, horizontal 
Complexity: · Use of bay windows, t urrets or other 
project ions 



How do I retain or e nhance 
the historic feel of my 
bu ilding? 
Most historic buildings were built to last. However, time and 
subsequent alterations can make t hem fragile and more 
suscept ible to damage. Knowing the proper way to approach 
the rehabi litat ion of an older bu ilding can make t he difference 
between a successfu l rehabilitation project and one that 
needlessly destroys historic fabric. 

The house below has undergone extensive alterations that 
are incompatibe with it's historic style: 

Vinyl siding insta lled over original wood siding. 

Double-hung windows replaced by sing le-light fixed windows 
t hroughout. 

Second floor corner in-fi lled with addit ion. 

Low-pitched, hipped roof replaced by third-story addition wit h 
a steep, metal-clad roof, and out-of-p lace square t urret. 

Front steps reconstructed at a diagonal to house. 
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i 
When rehabilitating your house, be sure to1 
retain as many character-defining features and 
origina l materia ls as possible. These before 
and after photos (above) show how easy it is to 
lose those parts that give your home character 
and value. 
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Four steps to successfully 
rehabilitate your building. 
Step 1 

Identify t he most architectura lly significant features of the 
building. 

Step 2 

Review t he rehabilitation options for each featu re. 

Step 3 

a) Retain or repair historic features and materials . 
b) Replace to match t he original materia ls as closely 
as possible. 
c) Or, rep lace t he original with a compatible 
substit ute material or feature that matches the 
original as closely as possible. 

Determine what can be repaired and what must be 
replaced. Calculate the costs for each component and the 
overall project cost. 

Step 4 
If the overall project cost is too great, reassess the 
options and consider less costly alternatives or compatible 
substitute materials. 

Protecting the historic 
character of a building is 
based on a few common sense 
principles. 
Historic features should be preserved where poss ible. 

Some features, such as windows, are more central to defining 
the character of a house and the district, and the preservation 
of these features should be given priority. 

Because of their impact on the neighborhood, h istoricfeatures 
seen from t he st reet are the most important. These should be 
given the first priority in rehabi litation. 



What should I consider when 
I place an addition on my 
house? 

An addition should be made distinguishable from the origina l 
building, in subtle ways, so that the character of the orig inal 
can be interpreted. 

Creating a jog in the foundation between the original and new 
structures may help define the addition. 

Applying a new trim board at the connection point between 
the addition and the original structure can help define the 
addition. 

An addition should relate to the historic building in mass, scale 
and form. It should be designed to remain subordinate to the 
main structure. 

An addition should be simple in design to prevent it from 
competing with the primary fa~ade. 

An addition should be set back from any primary, character
defining fa~ade. 

Locating an addition at the front of the structure is 
inappropriate. 

Typica lly, gable, hip and shed roofs are appropriate for 
residentia l additions. Flat roofs are generally only appropriate 
for Mid-Cent ury houses. 

A dormer should be subordinate to the overall roof mass. 
It should be of simi lar scale and detail with those found 
historically on similar structures. 

Alterations that obscure significant historic features are 
inappropriate.1 

1 Grimmer, Anne E. and Weeks, Kay D. Preservation Briefs 14: New 
Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings: Preservation Concerns. National 
Park Service, 2 010 . electronic. October 2013 

One story front view 

1 Original Not Recommended 

Not Recommended Recommended 

Two story front view 

Original Not Recommended 

Not Recommended Recommended 
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How do I design a new 
house within a traditional 
historic neighborhood? 

Don't use complicated forms. Too many gables, dormers and 
roof breaks is not only visua lly confusing, but unnecessary to 
create a "h istoric" feel. 

Do keep massing simple. Composing a house with one or a few 
simple boxes is more tradit iona l. It allows the main form of the 
house to stand on its own, rather than v isua lly compete with 
extraneous forms. 

Don't clump everything equal ly under one enormous roof. 
Many large, Neo-Traditional houses have a confusing assembly 
of gables. At first glance, these houses neither reveal the entry 
nor where the principle rooms of the house are located. All 
bui ldings should pass the "First Glance Test," but many large 
Neo-Traditiona l houses fai l miserably. 

Do mass a house so that it passes the First Glance Test. Massing 
of a house should clearly show two things at first glance: the 
location of the main body of the house and the location of the 
entry for people, which ought to be more important and more 
dignified than the car entry. 



Don't make the entry of a building irregular. Modernist 
buildings often go to great lengths to avoid symmetry. 

Do reflect symmetry at the entry of a building. Although 
entries do not have to specifically look like a human face, it is 
helpful if they are laid out according to the same principles of 
composition, i.e. the door placed like a mouth and windows on 
the facade above (not shown here) placed like eyes. 

Don't place openings and columns randomly. The phrase 
"form follows function" has been used as an excuse for years 
to compose elevations without a sense of rhythm, whose 
openings are placed according to the functiona l needs of the 
interior rooms. In all but the most skilled hands, the results 
usually resemble this. 

Do place columns and openings according to a rationa l system. 
Openings - centered between regularly spaced columns 
- is one obvious strategy, but the most important thing is to 
compose an elevation with clarity and rhythm. 1 

1 Mouzon, Stephen and Henderson, Susan. Traditional Construction 
Patterns. McGraw-Hill Companies, 2004. print 
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Successful infill 
within traditional 
neighborhoods has 
the following 
traits: 
The footprint and foundation of the new 
structure should be similar to the ones 
surrounding it. 

Its setback should be aligned with its 
neighbors. 

The front entry should face the same 
direction as those found on traditional 
houses. For instance, if entries are typically 
found on the front of houses, the new 
structure should face its entry toward the 
street. 

New structures should use siding materials 
that are visually and physically similar to 
its neighbors. 

The roof shape should match neighboring 
roofs in pitch, complexity and orientation. 

New structures should be of similar height 
to and mass of its neighbors. 

The amount of detail ing or ornamentation 
used on new construction should respect 
that used on traditional houses. 

Height & Scale Different, 
No Detailing 

Existng New 
Not Recommended 

= 

New House 

Aligned Front 
Recommended 

New 
House--

Setback Not Entry on 
Aligned' Side 

Not Recommended 

Existing or New 

Recommended 

Height the same, but 
mass is different 

l l 

New 

Not Recommended 

~=ij ----~ 
Existing or New 

Recommended 

Spokane City/County Hist oric Preservation Office. "Corbin Park Neighborhood Design Guidelines." 1993. print 
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How do Mid-Century houses 
differ from Traditional 
historic houses? 
After World War 11, houses based on historical precedent were 
largely abandoned. The earliest of these "Mid-Century houses," 
the Minimal Traditional style, was a simplified form loosely 
based on the previously dominant Tudor style of the 1920s and 
1930s. Like Tudor houses, these generally have a dominant 
front gable and massive chimneys, but the steep Tudor roof 
pitch is lowered and the facade is simplified by omitting most 
of the trad itiona l detai ling. 

By the early 1950s, they were being replaced by the Ranch 
style, which dominated American domestic building through 
the 1960s. These are one-story houses with very low-pitched 
roofs and broad, rambling facades. Some lack decorative 
detail ing, but most have decorative shutters, porch-roof 
supports, or other detailing; these are usually loosely based on 
Colonial precedents. 

Also during the 1950s, the closely related Split Level style, 
with half-story wings and sunken garages, began to emerge. 
These generally have some traditional decorative detailing but 
their unusual form clearly marks them as modern houses. The 
style was popular well into the 197o's. 

A somewhat less common modern style, the Contemporary, 
completely eliminated traditional form and detail, and was 
favored in architect-designed houses of the 1950s, 1960s, 
and early 1970s. These generally have wide eave overhangs 
and either flat roofs or low-pitched roofs with broad, low, 
front-facing gables. Exposed supporting beams and other 
structural members are common. Contrasting wa ll materia ls 
and textures, and unusua l window shapes and placements are 
also typica l features.' 

1 McAlester, Virginia & Lee. A Field Guide to American Houses. New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc, 1984. print 

Minimal Traditional style 

Ranch style 

Spl it Level style 

Contemporary style 
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, ... -Historic garages often reflect the style and 

character of the primary structure. 

In addition to standard wood-framed garages. 
Astoria features concrete garages recessed 
into its hillside accessible from street-level. 

Garage proportions do not over-shadow the 
main house. They are set below the main roof 
line or set back from the main facade. Car 
entries should be secondary to the human 
entry. (left) Garages should not compete with 
the front entry. (right) 
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What should residential 
garages or accessory 
buildings look like? 
Car garages or accessory bui ldings - those secondary to the 
primary structure - are often overlooked. Many accessory 
buildings in historic neighborhoods were designed to reflect 
the style of the primary structure. 

Standards: 
Locate an accessory building to the rear of a lot. 

Construct an outbu ild ing that is subordinat e in size and 
character with the primary structure. 

An accessory bui ld ing should be simi lar in character and design 
to those seen traditiona lly in the neighborhood. 

While the roof line does not have to match the house, it is best 
that it not vary significantly. 

Basic rectangular forms, with hip, gable or shed roofs are 
appropriat e. 

A contemporary interpretation of an accessory bui lding may 
be considered. 

Inappropriate Appropriate ,New garage should ma intain 
scale & location _ scale &JQ_c::.1:1tion _ 'original relationship to house 
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How have residential garages 
evolved? 
Cars first became common in the 1910s. They were housed in 
detached, external garages. Since then, there has been a trend 
to house automobiles within portions of, or extensions to, the 
main house. This trend has dramatically affected the overall 
size and shape of houses. 

In 1930, 15% of the house was typically devoted to storing the 
car; in 1945, 25%; in 1960, 45%.1 

Moving clockwise around the photos on the page: a typical garage in 
the 1920s (top), garages moved into the house in the 1930s (middle 
right), garages became extensions of the house in the 1940s (lower 
two photos, right), in the 1950s garages were set within the main 
roofline of the house (bottom left), a typical garage found in many 
new, suburban developments (below). The modern, suburban garage 
dominates the front facade of the house and is not appropriate for 
traditional homes or neighborhoods. 

1 McAlester, Virginia & Lee. A Field Guide to American Houses. New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc, 1984. print 
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Fretwork Brackets 
Handrail Balustrade 

Apron 
I 

Spindlework 
Posts 

Original Not Recommended 

Not Recommended Not Recommended 
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The front porch, steps and 
rail on my house are missing 
or in need of replacement. 
What should I consider when 
constructing new porch 
elements? 
When preserving historic houses, it is important to understand 
the history and evolution of the house and which features 
contribute to its historic character. This is especially applicable 
when working with historic porches since they are usually 
prominent features and significant to the character of the 
building. 

The following questions will help you preserve the historic 
feel of your home's porch: 
What has the porch looked like in the past? 

What, if any, changes have taken place to the historic porch 
over the years? 

What are the character defining features of the porch? 

How does the porch contribute to the building's overall 
appearance? 

Replacement of individual porch parts should only be pursued 
when the details are deteriorated beyond repair or missing 
altogether. To retain the historic character of the porch, the 
replacement parts should match the historic component as 
closely as possible in material, design, color, texture and other 
qualities. To achieve this, existing evidence of the historic 
design, such as a construction shadow line, should serve as a 
pattern for the replacement part. 

Before you replace a deteriorated porch component, it is 
important to understand how it was constructed and installed 
and what lead to its deterioration. If the cause of material 
failure is not addressed, the replacement will also fa il. When 
replacing a wood element, consider upgrading it t o a more 
decay resistant wood species, or to a vertica l grain that has 
more resistance to cupping and splintering. In limited cases, 
it may be appropriate to use a substitute materia l as long as it 
conveys a close visual match.1 The use of composite decking, 
for instance, has been used successfully on some historic 
porches in Astoria. 

1 Sullivan, Aleca and Leeke, John. PreseNation Briefs 45: PreseNing 
Historic Porches. National Park Service, 2006. electronic. October 2013 



What should I consider when 
constructing a deck attached 
to my historic house? 
Much like the front porch, decks should pick up stylist ic cues 
from t he hist oric character of the house. A deck which looks 
good on one house, may not look good on another. 

If you are constructing a deck it is important to consider the 
following: 
Place the deck on a less visib le elevation. 

Make sure the deck is not so large t hat it competes with the 
volume of the house. 

Decks less than 30" above grade are not required by code to 
have handrai ls. 

Keep handrails simple and as low as possible to reflect 
proportions found on historic porches. 

Lattice beneath t he deck gives it a visua l base and helps it blend 
w it h t he historic character of t he house. 

Use pressure treated wood without cleat marks on it . 

Wrap all raw ends wit h t rim . And, make sure all connections 
are covered with trim or countersunk. 

Balustrades should be painted, not stained. 

Low decks help retain t he historic character of the house by not 
competing with the scale and volume of the house. 
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Decks should pick up t he stylistic cues from 
t heir houses. Raised decks should use lattice 
as a way to give the structure a more finished 
look. Handrails should end at newel posts. 

Keep handrails simple and low. A light, upper rail 
can be added to help meet required building codes, 
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Front-view 

Original No No· No No 

Top-view 
M.utln 

fnte.rfor rrl::;::::::;::~~==~Cf7 Single-pane glass with 
L..J r..,.,tinr · L..J truc.aividcd lights 

Original 

C □ 
Duuble-pane glass with 

integnlmutins 

No 

□ s D Double-vane glass with 
inlegn exl~rior and 

interior mu tins 
Yes 

C • □ 
Double-pane gfass with 
integral ~.xlerior mutin~ 

Yes 

Maintaining a window's original style 
and configuration helps retain its historic 
character. Retaining the original profi le 
of the muntins not only maintains the 
window's stylistic character, but retains 
shadow lines that give the window visual 
depth. 
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My building has old, wood 
windows. Isn't replacement 
more cost effective and 
energy efficient than 
retention? 
Double-hung wood windows are the "standard" window for 
historic houses in Astoria, being virtually the only window type 
used (except for ornamentals) in residential construction from 
the 19th century through the early 20th. 

Stained glass and distinctive gable end and stair windows 
personalize houses and merit special preservation efforts. 
Given their prominence, every effort should be made to save 
and maintain historic windows. 

Wood windows require routine re-cau lking and repainting to 
prevent deterioration. 

Severe deterioration of some windows in a house may warrant 
the replacement of the deteriorated units in kind. However, the 
replacement of all windows should on ly be considered if the 
overwhelming majority of windows are severely deteriorated 
or missing. 

Proper maintenance and weather-stripping can improve the 
energy efficiency of existing windows. 

It is important to note that the cost of replacing existing 
sound windows with new "energy efficient" windows cannot 
be recouped in energy savings over any reasonable period of 
time. 

Storm windows may be added to historic wood windows to 
increase energy efficiency. Wood storm windows were a part 
of the "original equipment" for many historic houses.' 

Today, for economy, many homeowners select wood-clad, 
vinyl storm windows. When made to a narrow or low profi le, 
in a color compatible with the rest of the house, sized to fit the 
full opening, and divided at the same point as the historic sash, 
these contemporary alternatives can be unobtrusive. Another 
option is to install interior, sash storm windows. 

1 "Fixing Double-Hung Windows." Old House Journal: 1979. print 



The wood siding on my house 
has rotted. What are my 
options for replacing it? 
And, what should it look 
like? 
Original siding materia ls should be maintained whenever 
possible. Substitute siding should be consistent with the 
style, depth and exposure found on the historic house. If the 
origina l siding is missing, new siding should be consistent 
with the predominant materials used on buildings of similar 
architectural style. 

When replacing siding, be sure to stagger the joints. Joints that 
are aligned vertically from piece ofsiding to another encourage 
moisture penetration. 

It is important to maintain the same exposure (or width), the 
same direction, and similar appearing material as the original 
siding. 

Original Not Recommended 

Not Recommended Not Recommended 

Prior to restoration, the house (top) had siding 
with wider exposure than that orig inally used on 
the building. When t he house was restored, and 
the siding removed, the historic proportions of 
the house were restored as well (bottom). 
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Wood grained vinyl or cement-based siding 
appears to be poorly maintained or worn rather 
than smooth, well cared for wood siding (top). 
Vinyl siding is frequently a different proportion 
than historic wood siding and can accelerate 
the rot of that siding (middle). Vinyl siding and 
windows do not retain the depth and shadow 
lines associated with wood construction 
(bottom). 
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How do I choose appropriate 
substitutes for traditional 
materials? 
Contemporary substitute materials may be used on a limited 
basis, but should not make up the majority of the finish 
materials on a historic building. The physical properties of 
substitute materials must be similar to those of the historic 
materials they mimic. Substitute materials should also have 
a demonstrated record of overall quality and durability. When 
considering substitute materials, the closer an element is to 
eye level, the more closely the material and craftsmanship 
should match the original. 

Careful consideration should be given to the placement of 
substitute materials in re lationship to historic materials on the 
original structure. Make sure the transition between old and 
new is differentiated but not distracting or otherwise visua lly 
unattractive. Substitute materials should not result in damage 
to adjacent historic materials either during their installation or 
overtime. 

When working with dissimilar materials, it should be 
rem em be red that moisture penetration, ultraviolet 
degradation, and differing thermal expansion and contraction 
rates can make any repair or replacement problematic.1 

In order to ensure that repair or replacement will perform 
well over time, the following is critical: 
Understand the properties of both the original and substitute 
materials. 

Install replacement materials correctly. 

Assess the impact of the substitute material on adjacent 
historic materials. 

Have a reasonable expectation of the material's longevity. 

1 Jandl, H. Ward. Preservation Briefs 16: The Use of Substitute 
Materials on Historic Building Exteriors. National Park Service, 1988. 
electron ic. October 2013 



Appendix 
Additional building detail information 
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Detail from Edward W. Elfving residence, Ast oria, designed by John E. Wicks, ca. 1925. 
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Basic terminology of architectural detail 

Flashed glass ---,. 

Gable - - -.. 

Newel posl 

- -- Sunbu~t 

- -- Bargeboard or vergeboard 

~-- Decorative shing)es 

Frieze 

--- --tttt-- Beading 
I 

11~1 
~---◄_t-_ -_ -_.tt,-------.--- Bay window 

□□: □ I ' 
' 

I 

l±!-1 _ __ ..Jl!l,._ __ ~ =-~-

Cornerboard 

Olwell, Carol and Waldhorn, Judith Lynch. A Gift To The Street. San Francisco: Antelope Island Press, 1976. print 
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This drawing represents basic porch proportions and details. Althoug h not dimensioned here, hist oric handrails are 
generally 28" to 30" above the porch floor. Note that t he balustrades are constructed within - and do not overlap-the 
upper and lower ra ils as is sometimes done on modern decks. 

Leanna, Robert. "Late-Victorian Veranda." Old House Journal. July/August 2006. print 
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T\-e ~~ OF ~ - 1"¥CE 
~ I~ ~UNGP ~ 
~MF'\.l""'l'ED ~ 
"TE!CJ-lN\Ql.lBo , 
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DON'T 
LEAVE 
CONSTRUCTION 
CONNECTIONS 
VISIBLE. WRAP 
BEHIND TRIM OR 
COUNTER SINK 
CONNECTIONS. 

~ ~w ♦ ~ , 

-™!:! ~ &,LING 
~:!>: •~i<, :51)o.j~·~ 

JI-IS\.JST'-"Nrl.6-l- G\Ul',UTY, NCI ~~ 
-IP 'Tt> l40!151!. D\!151"-N. 

WfcQU41-1T ~ .M.1.b!..~ 
PR<:lBl..l;!MS: l"l.JIYISY ~C.E.. 
~ r,,v,,.~L, 1~~ 1.e, 
~Cl" --.,15'-1" Ol':Nt-,,.,\E?t-tro, 

RAN:::U 5TYU:! 
RA I LI N6,.,"e> 

City of Oakland. Rehab Right: How to Rehabilitate Your Oakland House Without 
Sacrificing Architectural Assets. City of Oakland, 1978. print 
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Anatomy of a 
Double-Hung 

Window 
"Fixing Double-Hung Windows." Old House Journal: 1979. print 
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A SIDING GLOSSARY 
BEVEL SIDING 

/ 

Rived Clapboard 

Hand-:;plit 
and hand-planed 

Riftsawn and 
Resawo Clapboard 

Rift.sawn clapboard has 
true quanersawn grain and 
Js an L5osceles triangle 
(when viewed on end) 
with a fine feat.her edge. 
Resawn clapboard hru. quarter- to 
flatsawn grain and forms a near-right 
triangle. 

Bungalow 

A thicker and ,~1iclcr variely o f resawn 
bevel sicling, knl>,vr1 a:; ··colonial" in 
~ome area-;. 

WEATHERBOARDS 

"Colo11fal" sltl-
111x In Parr 

RrJyril, \firg i11ia, 
c 175U 

' cncrally, a wide. sawn. lapped sid
ng Jared rarallcl 10 tile: ground. 
1on-hevclcd weathc1b\1anh (rnllcd 
·coluoi~il '' siding in Mime an:as ) ~Lre 
·ectangul:ir on 1he end and o ften in
' N JJLlratc n lx:ad. Oth1c•r type::~ have:: a 
•r;1dual taper lei>!- than true bc,•c lcd 
•iding. 

DROP SIDING 

Drop s iding lies llat o n wall studding 
and is usually ¾ inch thick It has 
ma,checJ c:dges, e ither shiplappecJ o r 
10ngue-and-groove, to make tig hter 
joints than bevel siding, and can be 
used without sheathing. By some 
standards, drop siding is only 
wngue-ancl-groove and i.n many areas 
all patterns are called novelty sicling. 

No. 177. sometimes 11ick11a111ed ' \'(later• 
fall" (51JOl.>ola, Pe1111syl11a111c1, c. 19 07) 

17.1e ubiquitous ·'co1•e" pallem, af.w 
CL11led ·'11u11Clry" 111 irs ow11 rip,br Co/'e 
~1'clh1g 1/'CIS popular ~I' 1880. and 1/1(1)' 

lxn·e bee11 parented jifreau wars earlier 

A local mriam of No. 113 ( '711e Mockerr 
House." San Anto11io. Texas. c. T870J 

A Few Patterns of Drop Siding 
from 1926 (Galifomia \'Vbite and Sugar 
l'l11e ,\Ja111tfacrurers Assoclntio11J 

RUSTIC SIDING 

Each of Lhe~c: sidings is milled so 
that their anual thickness is less 1.h.m 
the ir appearance. This approach 
saves lumbe r and allows the use of 
extra nail on wide pauems LO pre
vem warping. 

Log Cabin 

A log lookalike with shiplappeJ 
joim . 

Dolly Varden 

Rabbeted-edge bevel siding. 

Anzac 

Bevel siding sh:iped on the back 
ro lie flar o n s111clding. 

Bock, Gordon. "Clapboards Technical answers on horizontal-wood-siding types and details of their installation." Old-House 
Journal. May/June 1989. print 
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Silas Deane H ouse, 
\Vetbersjield, Conn. 
(c. 1766). Skived 
clapboard, 3-indJ 

Tbe Crenshaw House, 
Aubum, Al. (c. 1890). 
Rectangular weather
board~, 4-incb 
e.\fJOSllrC. 

Hemy Vassal 1-Jouse, 
Cambridge, Mass. 
(/746). SkillCd clap
board, J VrindJ 
exposure. 

EXPOSURE 
SURVEY 

A quick tour 
with a ruler produces 
some interesting data. 

11Je Honold f-lome
~tead, Greeley, Penn. 
(c. 188Q). Recta11g11-
lar weatberboards, 
4'/,- to 5-incb 
a.wosure. 

BU/tolp/J \Villiams 
House, \fletbeqfield, 
Conn. 0692). Skived 
clapboard, J -Y,,.fncb 
a.,posure. 

Bock, Gordon. "Clapboards Technical answers on horizontal-wood-siding types and detai ls of thei r installation." Old-House 
Journal. May/June 1989. print 
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Additional Resources 

Books: 

A Field Guide To American Houses, Virginia & Lee McAlester, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1984 

American Vernacular Buildings and Interiors 1870 - 19601 Herbert Gottfried and Jan Jennings, W.W. Norton 

& Co. Inc., 2009 

Architecture Oregon Style, Rosalind Clark, Professional Book Center, Inc., 1983 

Organizations: 

Architectura l Heritage Center 
www.VisitAHC.org 

City of Astoria 
www.astoria.or.us 

Clatsop Community College Historic Preservation Program 
www.clatsopcc.edu 

Clatsop County Historica l Society 
www.cumtux.org 

Columbia-Pacific Preservation Guild 
www.columbiapacificpreservation.org 

Columbia River Maritime Museum 
www.crmm.org 

Lower Columbia Preservation Society 
www.lcpsweb.org 

National Park Service 
www.nps.gov/tps 

National Trust for Historic Preservation 
www.preservationnation.org 

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office 
www.oregon.gov/OPRD/HCD/SHPO 

Preserve America 
www.preserveamerica.gov 

Restore Oregon 
www.restoreoregon.org 

Technical Preservation Services 
www.nps.gov/tps 
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